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PYRAMID - CONE DIFFERENTIAL

The Pyramid replica and cone 
models act in substantially 
different ways in accumulat- 
ing and dispersing their en- 
ergies of form. The Pyramid 
Prototype:

(1) Measures as an infinite shaft of en
ergy behaving in the männer of alter- 
nating current - rising above and 
entering into the apex.

(2) Emanations also travel on Pyramid's 
outside surface, with concentrated 
fields building up along ridges.

(3) Pyramid replica generates force- 
field below to an undetermined dis- 
tance; penetrating material substan
ces - indeed the earth itself. Vis- 
ualize your pyramid as being the 
capstone of a greater, invisible 
pyramid projecting downward into In
finity .

C 0 N I C

ENERGY

BEHAVIOR

The direct Cone-ray effect develops on 
the outside skin, with the force-field in- 
tensifying at the apex. The cone itself 
dowsn't generate energy, but its shape 
causes or conditions a magnetic or ether- 
ic type flow while acting as an accumula- 
tor. AAA

[in the next issue of Pyramid Guide we'li 
show some of Mr. Cameron's discoveries on 
what's happening Inside the Pyramid 
replica^ AAA

THE MERRIGAN CLOCK MYSTERY

We've heard about time-warps, the altered space-time continuum 
believed to exist within the Great Pyramid and replicas. Consider this 
very interesting report: On August 24, 1972, Maurice R. Merrigan of 
Rowland Heights, California, writes:

Curiosity compelled me to make a cardboard pyramid, and I put it on my desk 
on top of a small folding clock that I intended to take to the jeweler as it had been 
wound up tight and had not run for seven or eight years. A couple of days later I 
moved the pyramid to get at the clock and when I opened the case I was astonished 
to find that the hands were at an entirely different place and the watch was 
completely run down. Weither my wife nor my grandaughter who lives with us had 
touched it, so I re-wound it and put the pyramid over it again. The following 
morning the clock was run down again and the hands had moved one and one-half 
hours from the formet location which means it could have run a little over 
twenty-four hours, but it would not start running when I re-wound it. I tried a third 
time and it again ran down and moved the hands.

Then we wrote to Mr. Merrigan to ask these questions: Was the 
clock completely enclosed within the pyramid? What is the approx- 
imate height of your pyramid and the age, size, make of your clock? 
Does the clock now function satisfactorily and keep accurate time 
without the pyramid's help? Has the winding mechanism corrected 
itself? Have you tested the timepiece from hour to hour while under 
the pyramid?

On September 6, 1972, Mr. Merrigan replies:

Dear Mr. Cox:
I am in receipt of your letter of September 2, 1972, in which you express your 

interest in my clock adventure and the pyramid.
The clock was covered by the pyramid completely with the top of my desk 

acting as its bottom. The clock was folded shut in its metal and leather-covered 
case. The size of the closed case is approximately Sxdxlld”. I have had it about ten 
years. It was made in Germany and stopped at six-thirty some seven years ago — 
presumably because it was wound up too tight. It has not run or been used since. 
The clock still does not run nor will it run when I wind it up. The problem with the 
winding mechanism was apparently not solved when it ran down completely while 
under the pyramid.

Before going to Minnesota in June I tried during one day to see if it was 
running but at no time during the day did the bands move nor the spring release, 
Whatever happened came about during the night. In the morning the hands had 
changed from six-thirty to two-thirty at which time it had run down and had not 
changed otherwise. It still would not run when I wound it up. continued on page 4
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Py r ami di a

"THE THIRD THEO RY'

Religious historians have placed pro- 
phetic importance on elements of the 
Great Pyramid's structure, and engineers 
have long sought to solve the mysteries of 
its construction techniques. No solution 
is so far apparent which does not invoive 
incredibty large iabor forces plus a tech- 
nological knowledge far surpassing 
generally accepted conceptions of the 
sophisticated understanding of that 
period. We are expected to believe, there- 
fore, either that there was great know
ledge suddenly and inexplicably available 
to architects and engineers at that time, 
since lost, or that the monumental feats 
of precision cutting, transporting, and 
placing the enormous stone blocks was 
accompHshed by some extra-terestrial 
means.

The first explanation is difficult to 
accept in an age of the giant "747's" and 
a man on the moon. The second finds 
credence among U.F.O. buffs and among 
those who've read such books as Erich 
von Daniken's Chariot Of The Gods. But 
what if there is a third explanation — one 
utilizing natural forces in a männer so 
simple that it is a wonder no one has 
come up with it before?

The great scientist, Albert Einstein, 
saw everything reduced to a simpHcity; 
and the pre-cognitive writer, Jules Verne, 
suggested that "outside the common ram 
or turbine, the ancients can teach us a 
thing or two." Continued on page 3
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A HAUNTING PARADOX
Frank M. Woolley

Was there a highly advanced race of homo 
sapiens on our planet 10,000 years ago? A 
substantial quantity of valid evidence Supports 
this theory, but twentieth Century knowledge- 
ables have a way of coping with such anomalies. 
They bury them in museum basements filed 
under miscellaneous erratics.

It was under this indexed caption in the 
archives of the staid Library of Congress that 
captain Arlington H. Mallerey, a cartographer, 
discovered the remarkable Peri Reis maps in the 
dawn of the 1950's. Named after a Turkish 
Navy Admiral who collected stränge artifacts, 
the maps had been exhibited in the Topkapi 
Sarayi Palace at Constantinople early in the 
1700's. The Topkapi Palace of Mohammed the 
Second was converted into a museum in 1924. 
Strangely enough, it was from this historical 
edifice that the controversial maps found their 
way into the musty cubicle in Washington, D.C. 
where they remained untouched and forgotten 
until Mallerey came along.

At first glance the maps dated 1513 A.D. 
appeared to be slightly different from modern 
world charts, the continents being distorted by 
elongation, but unquestionably they were 
renditions of the Mediterranean, the Dead Sea, 
Antarctica, and North and South America. 
They included not just the outlines of these 
areas, but the detailed topography of the 
interiors as well. Islands, mountains, rivers, and 
plateaus were all in critical focus, except that 
certain locations didn't quite match.

Mallerey, after satisfying his initial curi- 
osity, contacted a Mr. Walters, a fellow carto
grapher attached to the U.S. Navy Hydro
graphie Bureau. As these two experts studied 
the astonishing maps, their excitement 
mounted. The big question was: What grid 
System had the ancient map makers used? 
There was no correlation with the Mercator grid 
System, developed in 1559. Undaunted, 
Mallerey and Walters tackled the mystery in 
search of the key. They found it. Instantly, the 
aged maps gave up their hidden reference 
points. When transferred to a modern globe of 
the world, the astounding accuracy of the Peri 
Reis maps was irrefutably confirmed.

The information compiled by Mallerey and 
Walters was verified in 1957 by another U.S. 
Navy cartographer, Father Lineman, who was 
also the Director of the Weston Observatory in 
Boston, Massachusetts. Lineman marveled at 
the exactitude of the Peri Reis maps. Antarctica 
was precisely mapped though it was not dis
covered until 1773, and not explored until the 
early 1950's. Mountain ranges, still beneath 
glacier ice, were meticulously defined, yet they 
were undiscovered by modern man until 1952.

Land masses as they existed prior to the 
fourth Ice Age when the last great shift of the 
earth's crust occured, were unerringly diline- 
ated. Scientists estimate that the fourth and 
most recent Ice Age was ten to fifteen thousand 
years ago! Are the Peri Reis maps a hoax? 
Mallerey has given us his unequivical "no". 
Much of the information shown on the maps 
was unknown to modern man before 1952. 
This fact alone rules out any possibility of a 
perpetrated hoax in 1513 or in the early 
1700's, but the maps are a haunting paradox.

Many peoples of the world saw the Peri 
Reis maps before they were discovered by 
Mallerey, but no one in the established scien
tific circle had paid them any heed. To have 
done so would have upset the school-book 
history of man in which there is no recorded

Continued on page 3

FOURTH DIMENSION REACHOUT

Brainwave patterns show us what happens 
when a Dowser locks-in on the object of his 
search.

Preliminary tests with Diviners wired to the 
E.E.G. (electroencephlograph), clearly mirror 
the active Locator's altering modes of con- 
sciousness.

Though inconclusive, recent experiments 
with Dowsers of proven ability reveal they open 
channels of free-flow thought and impartation 
between the objective and subjective States of 
awareness.

If the corridor connecting one's conscious 
and deeper levels of mind is closed — or nearly 
so, I seriously doubt if the psyche operates to 
any degree in the dowsing effort. Here we have 
a plausible explanation for the dowsing failure. 
Without this conscious-superconscious, inter- 
level attunement, the Diviner resorts to the less 
reliable physical and deductive means to find 
answers.

At its highest point of brain-mind- 
functioning, I believe the Divining activity 
enters the realm of super or astral conscious- 
ness. Knowledge beyond intellectuality unerr
ingly guides the Locator, whether the person, 
place, or thing sought is locally on-site, or lying 
at a distance.

I had the good fortune to be wired to the 
E.E.G. last week. The results confirmed the 
physicist-operator's earlier belief that: Dowsers 
working in their superconscious state produce 
substantial wave-trains of Beta and flashes of 
Theta brainwaves. Theta is associated with the 
psychic and intuitive levels of consciousness — 
free of space and time limitations — whereas 
Beta brainwaves denote a conscious state, 
limited by space and time and the sensory 
impressions of sight, sound, touch, taste and 
smell.

A direct interplay of brainwave activity 
between Beta and Theta demonstrates the 
Dowser's ability to call to conscious awareness 
those impartations of a higher nature flashing 
through when the Theta realm is reached. The 
oscilloscope showed I was producing abundant 
Theta with my eyes open. Short bursts of Theta 
registered on the oscilloscope — just prior to 
dowsing questions from the operator — attest- 
ed to some form of precognitive action taking 
place during the experiment. A
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The. CoivtlniiTng Stößig
l/ßAne L. Came-Wi'-i

GREAT DISCOVERY

Cameron checked the coils with his 
dowsing device, a spring-like, 
hand-operated instrument of his own 
inventiori. He passed the instrument 
over the coils as directed and found a 
ray of force pushing upward from two 
of the coils. But an identical third coil 
failed to yield any emanations 
whatsoever. Then he passed his 
dowsing device under the table and 
was surprised to discover rays issuing 
downward from the formerly 
unresponsive third coil. When he 
turned this third coil over it also cast 
an upward beam similar to the other 
two grids.

When the old doctor returned, 
Cameron showed him how to identify 
the positive sides of the coils, thus 
arranged with all producing the desired 
upward emanations.

The Dowsing Mentor then inquired 
about the function of the silver 
cylindrical can on the floor. The 
doctor replied that it was a 
specially-designed transformer, altering 
the light current to adapt the electric 
Charge for use with the coils. But then, 
suddenly, the old doctor's eyes 
widened with amazement as they feil 

on the switch, and he cried out, "But 
the unit isn't turned on!" The puzzled 
Dowser then made a quick pass over 
the coils again with his water compass. 
Both men became wild with 
excitement as they noted the presence 
of force-fields pushing the 
instrument's pointer upward from the 
coil pads.

POSITIVE PROOF

Next, the chiropractor 
disconnected all wires attaching the 
transformer and the coils to make sure 
the transformer hadn't stored an 
unexpected Charge of electricity. The 
emanations above the coils continued, 
and at this point both men concluded 
that neither the transformer nor the 
electrical hookup had anything to do 
with these particular coil emanations. 
The two stood agape ...

RESEARCH BEGINS

In the succeeding months Verne 
Cameron conducted some intensive 
research into this new and provocative 
phenomenon ... It hadn't yet 
occurred to him, but the Dowser had 
found a new direction in the search for 
a possible explanation of the 
mysterious kind of energy found in 

the Great Pyramid and in its small 
counterparts.

RE-CREATING THE COIL EFFECT

Cameron first began methodically 
to wind flat, helical coils - similar to 
the old doctor's Setup - except that 
each successive coil was made 
somewhat smaller in diameter than the 
one preceding. Then, working with 
these helical coils in series, (usually 
bolted to a board), he was able to 
polarize the coil-assembly. In running 
down the emanations he concluded 
the energy source was produced by 
many conditions and variable with the 
size and type of coil used. Cameron 
tried one-half inch aluminum foil tape 
instead of wire, then wound it into a 
continuous spiral over a one-inch-wide 
Strip of corrugated cardboard. This 
kept the turns separated by about 
three sixteenths of an inch. The outer 
diameter of the coils was about six 
inches across. The lead wires 
interconnected the center of one to 
the outermost of the next, and so on 
... Mounting one coil atop the other 
formed a spiral cone shape with the 
assembly bolted to a board. He found 
the same phenomenon of polarity as 
occurred with the chiropractor's coils!

A Zs Z\ A A A A A A Z\ A A

PYRAMIDIA

Now Edward J. Kunkel, in a book 
called Pharaoh's Pump, makes a convinc- 
ing case for the fact that a combination 
of natura! forces as old as the Pyramids 
has yet to be utiHzed in modern tech- 
noiogy. To be expHcit: that, in an airtight 
chamber, gravity force is increased by 
combination with rotary action, in a 
Whirlpool, together with Bernouille's 
theorem; that if an orifice of a tube had 
dean, sharp edges, and the tube was no 
ionger than three times its cross-section 
dimension, the discharge from such a 
tube will be increased by 25%. (The 
principie of the short tube.)

In short, Mr. Kunkel has come up 
with an explanation of the männer in 
which the Great Pyramid could have been 
built by utilizing hydraulic engineering. 
Not only does he give supportive evidence 
for this theory, but he supplies an idea 
for such a practical usage of the 
Pyramid's structure that it has genuine 
shock vaiue. [to be continued] A

SELECT FROM
A VARIETY OF METAL, PLAIN CARDBOARD, OR CHIPBOARD, FOIL-COVERED, GREAT PYRAMID 
REPLICAS WITH BASE COVER, IN STANDARD SIZES RANGING FROM MINIATURE MODELS A FEW INCHES HIGH 
TO MEDITATION PY R A M I 0 PROTOTYPES SEVERAL FEET HIGH.

ALSO

HAUNTING PARADOX

22" BASE-COVERED (METAL) CONES WITH OPTIONAL BANANA ELECTRIC-PLUG ASSEMBLY WITH 6" COPPER 
MESH PAD FOR METAL CONE OR PYRAMIDS, RAY-GUN, AND COPPER WIRE ATTACHMENT.

reference to map surveying Instruments extant 
10,000 years ago.

But that isn't all. After comparing these 
maps with recent photographs of the earth, 
taken by our satellites and astronauts, there can 
be no doubt that the incredible Peri Reis maps 
are aerial maps! A

"WITNESS" PENDULUMS, EXQUISITELY MADE IN SIMULATED GOLJ OR SILVLR, ,.-;iT:l 1B" QUALITY CHAINS, 
LOVELY WORN AS NECKLACE (APPROX. 1/3 SIZE SHOWN). ALSO AVAILABLE IN BRACELETS. RECEPTACLES 
EASILY OPENED FOR YOU TO INSERT SMALL DOWSING SAMPLE AFFINITIZED WITH PERSON, OBJECT, OR 
SUBSTANCE OF YOUR QUEST.

ALL NECKLACES AND BRACELETS $1.95 EACH. CALIFORNIANS ADD 5% SALES TAX

I was elaborating on the higher 
awareness one gains through frequent and 
deep meditations. Several Jazz musicians 
listened with open incredulity. Then one 
raised his hand, backed away, saying, 
"Cox, you're too far in for me . . .

PSYCHOTRONIC APPARATUS
Dowsing Equipment

By

AK EL AND
LECTRONICS

distributed by

EL CARISO PUBLICATIONS

P.O. BOX 176

ELS1NORE, CAL1F. 92330
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MAKING YOUR OWN 22 INCH METAL CONE 

BYTHE LATE VERNE CAMERON 

Researchers all over the world 
are carrying on experiments with 
the cones. I regularly receive 
requests for more Information 
about them. A wonderful field of 
discovery awaits the researchers. 
M y writer-friend, Gaston 
Burridge, and our mutual friend, 
Ray Carse, have confirmed many 
of my experiments in their own 
independent research. More 
pages of Information follow, 
including a description of the 
function of small replicas of the 
PYRAMID OF GIZEH, its 
Strange properties, and their 
seeming relationship to rays 
emanating from the Cameron 
Cones.

THE CAMERON CONES

Düring these experiments I 
learned that cone-rays obey laws 
governing light. These laws also 
govern rays by means of which 
Underground water is found as 
well as certain rays emitted by a 
heat source — Infra-red, 
Ultra-violet, and the Pyramid 
rays.

Webster's unabridged says, in 
effect, "When a ray of light 
strikes a reflecting surface, such 
as 'water or glass', it becomes 
'POLARIZED'." This accounts 
for the actions of these rays. For 
instance, the returning rays from 
Underground water reflect as 
from a mirror at exactly ninety, 
and forty-five-degree angles from 
the Underground stream surface. 
The energy operates without 
polarity until it strikes the water; 
then it is polarized and is 
repelled by the water at the 
"angle of incidence".

The cone must be formed in 
an exact right angle so the apex 
will fit into the corner of a 
carpenter's square with the sides 
of the cone snug with the inside 
of the square; this angle is 
critical. AAAAAAAAAAAA

Clock Mystery IE*IE»I*I*S*IG*I*3i*S*J*I*$*S*Ii;*[C*S*0]*.

The height of the pyramid was about six inches at the peak. I plan to make 
another pyramid with more accvracy and conduct some more experiments to see if 
I can detect any movement while it is un'der the pyramid.

After receiving Mr. Merrigan's second letter, I placed a small 
wind-up clock (upright) inside one of our 5%" high, cardboard, 
foil-covered pyramids and left it inside for twenty-four hours. Nothing 
unusual happened.

Then, realizing most of the upright clock occupied too much space 
above the lower one-third level, I re-wound the clock and placed it on 
its back (face up) With the 12 and one side of the replica directed in a 
northerly direction.

Twenty-four hours later the clock hands conformed to regulär 
time, but the clock-spring behaved just the opposite to the one in Mr. 
Merrigan's test! The winding mechanism in my clock required only two 
turns to tighten. Normally, after twenty-four hours running, it requires 
several turns to re-wind tight.

I asked the members of my family if they wound the little clock. 
All said "No", declaring they knew nothing of the experiment. So .. . 
I 'II be making more tests — this time with the clock and pyramid safely 
hidden away in the garage . . . Bill Cox. A

PLEASE NOTE:
THE LARGER 22" CAMERON CONE 
CAN BE MADE BY INCREASING THE 
DIAMETER TO 44" WITH 22" RADIUS.

Have a tinsmith cut a disc thirty inches 
in diameter from 28 gauge aluminum. Slit it 
to center, then curl it close at center — less 
and less as you approach the outer edge. A 
machine produces a smooth curve, though 
the material can be bent by hand over a 
piece of pipe extending out about twelve 
inches from a vise. Allow one-half inch on 
one edge for lap. Cut away any excess 
material. The cone should measure about 
twenty-four inches around the bottom edge. 
Now, spot-weld or rivet the lap, or use metal 
screws, making sure the cone is uniformly 
bent.

Then roll one-quarter inch of the bottom 
edge out until it makes a flat rim. Next, drill 
and flatten the apex slightiy to receive the 
female part of a banana-type, electrical 
plug-in, easily obtained at most radio sh»ps. 
The male part of the plug-in is attached to 
any flexible insulated wire, such as one 
Strand or side of an ordinary rubber-covered 
drop cord. This cord splits easily lengthwise 
and is very flexible. Be sure the receptacle is 
firmly locked in as it is extremely difficult 
to replace once it comes out.

Now cut another disc one-half inch or so 
larger in diameter than the base of the cone. 
This round plate provides a firm, enclosed 
base. Drill or punch a hole in the edge of the 
cone so it may be hung on a nail and 
suspended five or six feet above the ground 
where it functions best.

The cones may be made of cardboard 
and covered with aluminum foil. They seem 
to work just as well, but I prefer metal 
cones, especially aluminum, because of its 
lightness and durability.

The opposite end of the six-foot iong 
lead-off wire may be attached to a copper 
kitchen scouring pad for testing the 
ray’s effect on the body aura, or attach it to 
the ray-gun for projection experiments. The 
cone may be used without the wire to test 
its effect when dowsing Underground 
streams, etc. . .

THE BODY AURA

Cameron believes the cone energy is 
somehow related to the human aura 
and to electro-magnetic energy. The 
body aura, he feels, is absolutely 
essential to the phenomenon of 
dowsing.
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EZ C<mZäo PublicatioM:

Uliat it ifoM. method of loc.cAi.ng fixtd, thae. nohth [cu> lepatate. and dit- 
ti.nct flom evet-changlng magnetic. notth) which can be. located with. an 
acautate. compadd? Midi Valette Ann Olin, Pauk Ittdge., LUlnoid

[ We have the comments of Norman Gambling, a Sacramento mathematician, who 
who vzrites: ]

"There are three approaches, plus an extra possibility in locating 
true north."
1. A large scale map with visible and recognisable land marks from the 

site. Topographie (U.S. Geological) survey maps will give these, I 
believe.

2. Magnetic Pompass. The same maps - on any scale - will give the mag- 
netio Variation - that is, the Variation of earth's magnetic field 
from true north (about 18° at Sacramento, California). At that lati- 
tude and longitude together with annual change from date of map. 
"Magnetic reading Variation gives north except for the deviation of 
the compass itself, as affected by local conditions such as terrain, 
structures, a jacknife in your pocket, etc....These can all be compensated 
for; but that is a complex process. Leaving out the deviation may 
produce a residual error of several degrees.

3. Azimuth of Polaris. If Polaris (North Star) is visible, a true north line 
can be established simply by picking a spot, sighting on Polaris, and 
drawing a line toward the star.

"Polaris wobbles around the true pole slightly, and the correction 
in terms of local latitude and time of sight can be found in the Naut- 
ical Almanac, available in li_braries. However, the maximum error in 
Polaris' position is only about 1.4° at mid-latitude, such as Califor
nia and Illinois. That would be within the accuracy the Pyramid could 
be placed practically without very precise Instrumentation.

"Now another possibility for refinement. Mrs Olin has a 'norm' 
charging time for Pyramid energy. She also has a stop watch, so she 
could, by measuring the time, then shift the Pyramid replica 1° at a 
time fröm a marked^ line-and determine the deviation which gives her the 
minimum 'norm' time which would be the maximum power-position, I thihk. 
Or maybe I haven't leamed enough."

There's another way to Orient your pyramid due north: Adjust your 
replica in a level position outside. At noon the triangular shadow will 
be evenly distributed. The line running from the center through the 
point of the shadow will be directed true north. eds.

Gentlemen:
Thank you. fon my eomplimentaty copy of "The. Pynamid Guide #1. PZeoie 

find $2.75 encloded ad payment foa a yeat'd dubdcliption.
Cuwently I am buty condtuicting an ixipnoved wofiking model of Lakhoud- 

izy'd, "Multiple wave odcitlatofi' (original U.S. Patent # 1,962, 565). If 
you aiie inteneeted, T'U let you know how It comed out. I have nead mang 
claimd of "wied" cancel, etc. fnom itd ude, to the dcdultd dhoutd be of 
dorne InteMdt.

My next plojeet doed concenn pynamidd. T want to dee if the findingd 
of Wilhelm Reich can be adapted fon. pynamidt with any benefit. Reich 
elaimed to accumalate "olgone" lenetgy] in any dhaped box. by the altenatton 
of onganie and metal lagen which followed definite tulet.

I podtulate that condtiucting py/iamidd by the nuled fon Ongone eneiigy 
aceumalatoid will have a dynetgidtic effect of dorne kind. We'U have to 
walt and dee.

Good luck with yout publication and all of youn endeavoeid.

Gneg MitehM, Wett Lod Angelet, Catif.

Moua tltvia- 
tuAe ü tndeed InteAeAtlng, 
a.nd my hiuband, a AeAeaAch 
Aolentüt and jaek-o^-all- 
tAadei, and 1, aAe dolng 
Aome etpeAlmentlng with 
youA AuAameteA on ouA own. 
Ma. HalAtnank. Ia veAy open 
mlnded and now In the pAo- 
ceAA o£ buÄldlng a Aepllca 

the GAeat PyAamld o£ 
Gizeh and the CameAon Cone. 
We will keep you. po-Ated on 

oua AaeeeAA ......
It Ia anfioAtanate we 

live ao ^oa apaAt - youA 
woAk Ia ao etcÄttlng, and we 
have ao many qaeAtlonA.

SlneeAely, 
Mu. Alfried HalAtAank II

In the old days, the 
Church Bishops did most of the 
well locating by using a peach, 
olive, or witchhazel fork. They 
estimated the subsurface stream's 
depth by triangulation, just as 
easily as we measure the height 
of a tall tree or the distance to 
the moon. This makes
possible the measurement of the 
water's depth by an ancient 
method known as the "Bishop's 
Rule“.

*** COMING FEATURES ***
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STACKING
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***** SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM *****

THE PYRAMID GUIDE/ A Bi-Monthly Newsletter. . .Single Copy .504

YEARLY, PRE-PAID ....................... .....$2.75, FOREIGN..........$3.25

BY VERNE L. CAMERON

DOWSER'S HANDBOOK #1, MAP DOWSING> Soft Cover, Retail ea. $2.75

DOWSER'S HANDBOOK #2, OIL LOCATING, "

Handbooks described above both for discount price $4.95

AQUAVIDEQ, Locating Underground Water, Hard Bound ea. $6.95.

AQUAVIDEQ, Locating Underground Water, Soft Cover Ea. $4.95.

On Foreign Orders add 50$, & on C.O.D.s 50% deposit required 

MAIL POSTPAID TO: .................................................................................................  . . . .

STREET OR P.O. ........................................................ .. ..........................................................

CITY £ STATE .......................................ZIP ........

l l1
ORDER FROM: ’

i
EL CARISO PUBLICATIONS | 

i
P.O. Box 176 |

i
Elsinore, Ca 92330 |

Ca Hfornl a Sa 1 es fax' {

।
................... .. .................. .124;

............................................. 2541 
i

............................................. .354*

.....................................   .254;
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RARE PHOTO OF THE HEIRONYMUS BOX

An eleotronic, symbolic, sending and receiving-dowsing device 

with no visible power source. When functioning with the at- 

tuned mind of an operator, a psionic contact is established.

The astounding device modulates an energy-pattern when dials 

are turned to proper frequency levels. The molecular emanations 

from a person or thing previously photographed are somehow recorded 

on the negative - turning the emulsion into a tuned transmitter.

The box can immediately detect the differences between various . 

minerals and ores and exterminate insects at a distance. It 

moves forward and backwards in time on photographic film and re- 

ceives Information of a telepathic nature with relative ease. 

The Hieronymus Box operates on the principle that a psionic con- 

nect-up between the operator's mind and the affinity of similar mat

ter can - at a non-physical level - stimulate the etheric energy 

pattern of a given sübstance or condition. The instrument, first 

patented in 1946, has produced seemingly magical feats using "wit- 

ness" or "samples" of insects, human blood samples, and other sub

stances related to the object of search A

Bulk Rate
U.S. Post. Pd.
Perm. no. 81
Elsinore, Cal.

P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, ca. 92330


